
Operation Tarasque
	
	The Tarasque is a really freaky turtle-lion-dragon thing from France that would eat travelers and destroy villages.  However St. Martha was able to tame it through the power of prayer and hymns, but when she brought the newly tamed creature to the nearest town it was too late and the people, overcome with fear, killed the monster on sight.  I don't blame them, and if you look up pictures of the thing you wouldn't either.  It is terrifying.  Also, this is weirdly similar to a lot of other French folklore, most notably "Beauty and the Beast" which covers similar ground: A terrifying beast is shown to have a soul but the townspeople are already so terrified of it that they kill it anyway and then feel really bad about it and make good decisions afterward.
	Well, this is a story only tangentially related to all of that.  This is the story of a misguided secret military project.

			The goal of Operation Tarasque was simple: Fear.  Those
			working on the project were studying fear, specifically
			biological components that people have come to fear: The
			wriggling of snakes, the movement of spiders, the beady
			eyes of a rat.  The idea was that by understanding the
			similarities of these objects of fear, the military would be
			able to weaponize this fear as a means to combat the
			deeply ingrained beliefs of zealots.

	So the idea is pretty simple: To combat an enemy that uses fear, you yourself have to study fear.  Also, despite it's French origin, operation Tarasque didn't take place anywhere near France.  It took place in the desert of Afghanistan in 2003 when we were all really wondering about this whole "War on Terror" thing.  I have no idea where the Tarasque came into this, and I'm not sure Hedgegrove really knew either.  So we'll just say that one of the primary researchers for the project was French, with family from Tarascon where the horrifying beast roamed.  it does goes against the blandly descriptive names of Operations from this time- like, say, "Shock and Awe"- but it works.  Operation Tarasque had a weird intersection of researchers, soldiers, and engineers under its umbrella but they were all focused on one thing: fear.  What do we fear and why?
			
			Once the components of fear were understood, the 
			Operation Tarasque team set to work on Phase 2 of the 
			project: creating a monster.  As one group got to work on 
			engineering a bacterial infection, another group began to 
			spread stories using both intercepted radio chatter, 
			implanted moles in local communities, and leaked fake 
			documents.  The stories that were leaked were about pale 
			beasts that had begun to roam the dunes whose skin was 
			hairless and scaly and eyes were black like the night.  These 
			creatures were said to feed off of the beating hearts of the 
			living, and they had razor sharp talons that dripped with acid.  

	I would be upset that, after devoting some of the military's budget to studying fear, all these scientists came up with were the vampires from 30 Days of Night, but then I realize that: 1) Hedgegrove wasn't about to do any actual research into the actual area of Afghanistan and what they fear, and 2) that even in this story this is a military experiment, so they probably just read 30 Days of Night and called it good.  Anyways, just like with other infamous failed military experiments, people decided to cross a boundary to "win" a war.  For defense, Operation Tarasque was sort of a success.  See, once the story of these pale monsters (Called "Alttasribat", or "Leakers") got out, the other half of the Operation Tarasque team executed the second part of Phase 2: They released a viral bacterium into the desert.  This bacterium would cause whoever got infected to look exactly like the Alttasribat were described as, they'd act like any other human with an intense cold, but by that time the stories and the image of them inspired so much fear that the infected would be killed.  Shortly after death, the bacteria left the body, and those infected would return to normal a few hours after death right in time for an autopsy.  But in the story of the Tarasque once the people of the village realized they killed an innocent creature, they were more susceptible to being converted to Catholicism (this is, after all, part of the story of the catholic Saint Martha), and the same sort of thing happened once the Alttasribat started to be hunted and killed.  It was used as a way of showing moral corruption, that these people were being turned into monsters by an angry God.  Another big problem with Operation Tarasque was that the viral bacteria wasn't controlled, and infected allied troops who weren't aware of the Top Secret Experiment and as such were terrified by these monsters among them.  So, all in all, Phase 1 and 2 were successes.  Phase 3 was an utter failure that ruined the Operation.
